Amendments to informal document No. GRSG-90-17
(ADR vehicles)

A. PROPOSAL

Annex 2.

Model A of the approval mark, in the figure and in the caption below amend the number "03 2492" to read "04 2492" (twice). In addition, in the caption below the figure, amend the words "Regulation No. 105 as amended by the 03 series of amendments" to read "Regulation No. 105 as amended by the 04 series of amendments".

Model B of the approval mark, in the figure amend the number "03 2492" to read "04 2492". In the caption below the figure, amend the words "Regulation No. 105 included the 03 series of amendments" to read "Regulation No. 105 included the 04 series of amendments".

B. JUSTIFICATION

Note: The proposal for draft 04 series of amendments to Regulation No. 105 shall also include a proposal for corresponding amendments of approval marks.
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